
Nature's Seasons Perpetual Calendar
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print on
8.5" X 11"
paper

Step 1. Print one copy of each layer. Print at full/actual size, do not
print at a scaled-down size. You can choose to print the bottom two
layers fully designed, or with white centers to save ink. The versions with
the white centers have "INKSAVER" at the end of their title.

Step 2. (Optional, but highly recommended:) Laminate each layer, and
then carefully cut out your circles and the pointer of your choice.

Step 3. Using a needle, poke a hole in the very center of each calendar
layer, and at the end of your pointer. You will see a tiny dot in the center
of each.

Step 4. If you'd like to hang your calendar, use a hole punch to punch
out the 14 gray circles on the bottom (Days of the Week) layer, and then
thread your string though the holes as pictured. Secure with a knot at the
end.

Step 5. Push your brad through each layer starting with your pointer, so
the order will be: Pointer, Gregorian Calendar Months layer, Days of the
Month layer, and finally Days of the Week layer. Push the ends of your
brad our to secure your calendar.

Step 6. Hang it up and enjoy! You'll see that you can pull the slack in
your string above any day of the week so you can always hang your
calendar up with the current day at the top.

Assembly Instructions

To assemble this calendar, you will need:

- Access to a computer and a printer
- Printing paper. I recommend printing on heavy card stock.
- (Optional) Lamination for all three layers, highly recommended.
- Scissors to cut out three large circles and one arrow
- A needle to poke a hole in the center of each circle (for the brad)
- (Optional) A needle or hole punch to make holes for string to hang your calendar
- (Optional) 24" of string and a hook if you want to hang your calendar
- A brad for securing the three layers and arrow together
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